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Recently recovered from a catastrophic car
accident, fashion model Charlotte Swenson
returns to life in Manhattan. Her beautiful
face conceals eighty titanium screws that
hold together her shattered bones.
Charlotte, now unrecognizable to those
who knew her before the accident, begins
to float invisibly away from her former life
and into an ephemeral world of fashion
nightclubs and Internet projects, where
image and reality blur. Look at Me is both
a satire of our image-obsessed times and a
mystery of human identity. Jennifer Egan
illuminates the difficulties of shaping an
inner life in a culture preoccupied with
surfaces and asks whether truth can have
any meaning in an era when reality itself
has become a style.Written with a
masterful intelligence and grace, Look at
Me establishes Jennifer Egan as one of the
most daring and gifted novelists of her
generation. The plot is a glorious and
intricate mechanism, but it is Egans style
that ignites the imagination. Her prose is
balanced, evocative and beautiful. And her
underlying interest in the nature of self,
image and reality permeates this sardonic
and forceful work - Daily Telegraph.
Bitingly intelligent satire on American
celebrity culture - Independent. A parody
of the self-discovery novel, its an
intelligent, gripping read about the
manipulation of the individual - Time Out.
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fashion model named Look at Me Now: Thomas J. Hubschman: 9780966987768: Amazon Equipped with an
arresting premise, Egans hip and haunting second novel (after The Invisible Circus) gets off to a promising start.
Thirty-five-year-old Char. Look at Me by Sarah Duguid Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs, Lists Buy Look at Me by
Anita Brookner (ISBN: 9780140147452) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. : Look at
Me: A Novel (Audible Audio Edition): Jennifer Buy Look at Me by Sarah Duguid (ISBN: 9781472229847) from
Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders. Midway through Jennifer Egans novel Look at Me, a
climax so cataclysmic occurs that walls crumble, ceilings fall and waves of understanding Look at Me by Anita
Brookner Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Equipped with an arresting
premise, Egans hip and haunting second novel (after The Invisible Circus) gets off to a Look At Me: Lauren Porosoff
Mitchell: 9780965457811: Amazon Set in contemporary Washington, D.C., mixing urban edge with magic realism,
this lyrical and sexy first novel is also the frank story of the clash between Look at Me by Jennifer Egan - Much like
her main character Charlotte, Jennifer Egans book Look at Me has , as they say, a lot going for it. Unfortunately, like
many a troubled teenager with Look at Me Summary - A National Book Award Finalist In this ambitiously
multilayered novel from the acclaimed and award-winning writer Jennifer Egan, a fashion model named Book Of A
Lifetime: Look at Me, By Jennifer Egan The Independent Jennifer Egans new novel, Look at Me, plumbs the depths
of Americas obsession with appearance, exploring the interplay between what is real and what. Book Cannibal: Look
at Me by Jennifer Egan I devoured three brilliant novels by Jennifer Egan last year: the Pulitzer Prize-winning A
Visit from the Goon Squad, Look at Me and The Look at Me by Jennifer Egan Look at Me Jennifer Egan Knopf
Doubleday 415 pp. ISBN-13: 9780385721356. Summary At the start of this edgy and ambitiously multilayered novel, a
fashion Look at Me - Wikipedia Look at Me has 8900 ratings and 1080 reviews. karen said: yay! friends read At the
start of this edgy and ambitiously multilayered novel, a fashion model Look at Me: A Novel: Jennifer Egan:
9780330490412: Questions of identity in an age marked by a preoccupation with appearances permeate Look at Me,
which takes place in a time in which the Look at Me by Jennifer Egan Reviews, Discussion, Bookclubs, Lists Buy
Look at Me by Jennifer Egan (ISBN: 9781780330990) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders.
Growing Accustomed to Her Face - The New York Times An occasional series in which The Posts book critic
reconsiders notable and/or neglected books from the past. none Katherine Dieckmann reviews book Look At Me by
Jennifer Egan (M) Look at Me: : Anita Brookner: 9780140147452: Books Look at Me: : Sarah Duguid:
9781472229847: Books A National Book Award Finalist In this ambitiously multilayered novel from the acclaimed and
award-winning writer Jennifer Egan, a fashion model named JONATHAN YARDLEY - Look at Me: Words Torn
From the Heart eNotes plot summaries cover all the significant action of Look at Me. for the silent presence of old
Nancy, she writes in her diary and makes notes for a novel. Look at Me: A Novel by Jennifer Egan Look at Me: A
Novel [Jennifer Egan] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. Recently recovered from a catastrophic car accident,
fashion model Look at Me: A Novel: Jennifer Egan: 9780385721356: Look at Me is a beautifully assured novel that
crackles with the drama and complex dynamics of family life. So, make no mistake about it: Sarah Duguid has Look at
Me: A Novel: Jennifer Egan: 9780385721356: Books Look at Me Now [Thomas J. Hubschman] on . *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. Book by Thomas J. Hubschman. Look at Me: A Novel Look at Me: A Novel [Jennifer
Egan] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A National Book Award Finalist In this ambitiously multilayered
novel Look at Me: Anita Brookner: 9780679738138: : Books Questions of identity in an age marked by a
preoccupation with appearances permeate Look at Me, which takes place in a time in which the Look At Me Jennifer
Egan This novel is full of concise, gut-wrenchingly recognizable scenes like the one above. There are four main
characters in Look at Me: Look at Me: A Novel - Kindle edition by Jennifer Egan. Literature Jennifer Egan Look at Me - Book Review BookPage Jennifer Egans prescient earlier novel intrigues Carrie OGrady. Look at Me Reading Guide - Book Club Discussion Questions Look at Me is an undoubtedly intelligent novel. I did not find it as
immediately engaging as I did Leaving Home, but there was the same minute level of detail
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